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Price: 554,000€  Ref: ES148027

Apartment

Fuengirola

2

2

74m² Build Size

Pool: Yes

- Open plan style apartments        - Hot and cold air-conditioning - Large terraces with

anti-slip tiles       - Underground parking space (pre-installed for electric charger) - Fully

equipped kitchens          - Gated complex - En-suite bathrooms            - SPA - Walk-in

closets              - Co-working area - Under-floor heating in bathrooms      - Outdoor pool -

LED lights in Hall and Baths        - storages are optional  These apartments are bright

with conteporary design. Big sliding glassdoors out to the terrazes. The kitchen is fully

equipped with low and high units and sile...(Ask for More Details!)
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- Open plan style apartments        - Hot and cold air-conditioning - Large terraces with anti-slip tiles       -

Underground parking space (pre-installed for electric charger) - Fully equipped kitchens          - Gated

complex - En-suite bathrooms            - SPA - Walk-in closets              - Co-working area - Under-floor heating

in bathrooms      - Outdoor pool - LED lights in Hall and Baths        - storages are optional  These apartments

are bright with conteporary design. Big sliding glassdoors out to the terrazes. The kitchen is fully equipped

with low and high units and silestone worktop.Induction hob, electric oven, microwave, extractor hood (under

high unit), integrated dishwasher, inox steel finished fridge and washing machine will all be there with NEFF

brand . The building will have 8 floors and there are 1-3 bed apartments.  The will be a SPA, gastro bar,

co-working area, gym and also a cinema room. Garage space are included in the price but storage rooms will

be aditional. Outside pool and gardens to enjoy when you don't walk to the beach.  1 bed apartment 319.400

Euros (1 left) 2 bedroom apartments from 377,200 Euros 3 bedroom apartments from 517,400 Euros (a few

left)  This building has a perfect location in the towns outskirts and with only 100 meters to the beach. You

also have a big commercial centre within walking distance and all the restaurants you have on your doorstep.

The buss passes to Marbella or in to the centre. You are within walking distance to the port of Fuengirola.

The area is flat and it is easy to walk or bike around. This offers a good option for those who want to pamper

them selves with everything on the door step or work from home but still meet people in the co-working area.

It is a unique oportunity in Fuengirola.
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